Safe and Calm Webinar Series
July 15, 2020

Agenda
Support Members through the COVID crisis

Provide easy access to pertinent materials
Provide a Forum for discussions and questions

Advocacy
Situation Update
General Updates
Nursing Home Infection Control

Currently…..
Executive Orders
Clarifications
Dedicated Member Forum
Friday, July 17 – 11:00 AM

Increasing Caseload Entire Continuum
Testing and Visitation

Flexible and Iterative
Advocacy Plan

Advocacy
SB 956

Michigan Provider Tax

Public Act 123 – SB 690

CON Bill Package

4

Public Act 123 (SB 690)

YOUR DESIGN

Guidance will be issued as soon as today

Our conversations with the department centered around
Consider the additional $2.00 per hour for SNF direct care
workers as a direct pass through and not subject to the VCL
limits
Appropriate criteria for the PPE grant applications
Provide access to the grants to the full LTC continuum
Align the terminology with that used in the Governor’s
Executive Orders
Residential Care Facilities.

Public Act 123 (SB 690) Updates

YOUR DESIGN

Funds will be considered a direct pass through

MDHHS is still working on the grant application process and
criteria
Reimbursement form and guidance (via L-letter) for the direct
care payments will be distributed as soon as today
Reimbursement payments will be made on a monthly
basis, with forms due the 15th of each month (i.e. August
15th for The month of July)
SNFs will need to track eligible expenses and retain
documentation

Forms need to be submitted via email to MDHHS-SNFTESTING-FINANCIAL@Michigan.gov

CON Bill Package

YOUR DESIGN

CON bill package has been taken up by the
House Health Policy Committee.
CON Package includes bills to
• remove psychiatric beds and air
ambulance services from the CON
process
• Increase the amount of
representatives on the state CON
commission
• remove covered capital
expenditures from the CON process

Neutral on the bill package

Senate Bill 956 (Sen. Lucido Bill) Update

YOUR DESIGN

Bill has been taken up by the House Health Policy Committee this
morning
Neutral on the bill but remain in conversations
Still very political

Senate Bill 956 (Sen. Lucido Bill) Update

YOUR DESIGN

By July 31st, 2020
The department has to evaluate each Regional HUB.
Report to the House and Senate
By August 15, 2020
Develop a plan to create COVID only hubs by
September 15th
One in each HSA
Care only for people who are ineligible for care at
Hospital, Nursing Home or Adult Foster Care
On September 15th
Individuals who are COVID positive are not allowed to
be retained or admitted to a SNF
Unless the SNF can demonstrate proper care and
isolation in their designated unit.
Designated units would need to get departmental
approval before they can be used.

Michigan Requests Input
YOUR
Provider
Tax DESIGN
MDHHS has sought the input from LeadingAge
Michigan regarding an end of the year adjustment
to the QAS calculations. There are two primary
drivers of this discussion.
A 6% increase in the FMAP (Federal Match)
Michigan is experiencing a reduction in SNF
caseload (Patient days)
MDHHS is projecting the members will see a
positive adjustment in their QAS payments this fall.
Of note, Members who fall within the 40 beds or
less category will not notice a difference in the tax.

Thank You To Our Sponsors!
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Situation Updates

YOUR DESIGN

YOUR DESIGN
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>20% High
10-20% Medium
High

3-10% Medium
<3% Low

6/26/2020
3.3% positive testing

Updates/Resources
State Guidance

General News

Executive Orders

Nursing Home Only Topics

Nursing home Infection Control

General News

YOUR DESIGN

• Provider Relief Resources – No changes
• https://leadingage.org/regulation/leadingage-provider-reliefexplainer-document-updated
• The HHS FAQs, application instructions, and other resources should still be
consulted for details about what information to place in which box of the
online form or when a provider is looking to see if their particular ownership
scenario has been addressed.
• The Provider Relief Fund Explainer has been updated to reflect HHS
information on the Provider Relief Fund through July 13.

General News

YOUR DESIGN

• L 20-40 – Medicaid Targeted Distribution Funding for COVID-19.
• Letter L 20-40: Monday, July 20th is the deadline to apply for this
funding opportunity and share a new related fact sheet about the
program. Providers can visit www.hhs.gov/providerrelief for more
information.
• https://www.michigan.gov/mdhhs/0,5885,7-33971547_4860_78446_78448---,00.html
• Under policies, memos, and letters

CMS Updates
• CMS- ‘Five Things about Nursing Homes during COVID 19’
CMS shared a video describing the broad requirements and CMS
support for nursing homes during the pandemic. The program, “Five
Things About Nursing Homes During COVID-19,” is part of an ongoing
series by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
• CMS Updates QSO 20-28 NH
On July 9, CMS issued QSO 20-28-NH Revised to add reminders that
resident access to ombudsman is required. If in-person access is
restricted, the facility must facilitate communication with the LTC
Ombudsman as defined in the regulations and in the CARES Act.

Executive Orders

YOUR DESIGN

Date
Number Description
6/30/2020
139
Naming the Elliott-Larsen Building
6/30/2020
140
Temporary suspension of youth permit application requirements
6/30/2020
141
Alternate notice of public hearings
6/30/2020
142
PreK-12 education for 20-21
7/1/2020
143
Closing indoor service at bars
7/8/2020
144
Restoring water service to occupied residences
7/9/2020
145
Safeguards for Michigan workers
7/9/2020
146
Temporary COVID 19 protocols for MDOC
7/10/2020
147
MASKS
7/13/2020
148
Long Term Care Facilities
7/13/2020
149
Safety measures for food selling establishments
7/13/2020
150
Licensing and permit requirements
7/14/2020
151
Extending the Emergency Declaration

Executive Order 148

YOUR DESIGN

•
•
•
•

Extends 123/95/50 through 8/10/2020
No changes to previous language
Regional Hub EO: includes NH, HFA, AFC, AL
Protections for Residents – involuntary discharge, must adhere to MDHHS
provisions for admissions, must accept previous residents, use telemedicine
• Protections for Employees and Residents: COVID + employees must isolate,
cancel communal dining, disinfect, provide PPE, inform employees of any
infections within 12 hours, notify employees of CDC updates, NH- AFC-HFA
reporting, report cases to MDHHS
• Transfers and Discharges – must report COVID case to LHD/24; NH must make
reasonable effort to create a dedicated unit – provide PPE; use dedicated units
first, regional hub, alternate care site, swing bed, hospital. Discharge with safety
considerations or stay at hospital, notify family within 24h; document as
emergency discharges

Executive Order 150/EO 2020-61 Rescinded

YOUR DESIGN

Maintains
• Exemptions for exams as part of certification if
not available, fingerprinting if not available,
CEU requirements for recredentialing
• Basic, advanced life support recredentialing
• Deadlines for tele-communicators CE
Rescinds
• APMs w/o physician supervision
• COVID tests ordered by nurses
• LPNs w/o RN supervision
• Pharmacists routine healthcare
• Students working appropriate to training
• Med Students, PTs,EMTs as RTs

Rescinds
• Licensed professionals from other states
• Drug distributors from other states
• Qualified volunteers as own staff
• Unlicensed volunteers or students have same
rights and immunities as employees
• Professionals licensed in other countries may
have temporary licenses
• Professionals or facilities liability for injuries
incurred in support of state response
• Strict Compliance with background checks

Impediments to Operations

Executive Order Issues
01

02

03

04
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Updates
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Reporting
Accuracy
LORUM IPSUM. HERE IS A
Transparency
AL
GOOD
PLACE FOR YOUR

Reducing
Flexibilities
LORUM
IPSUM. HEREto
IS A
Support
GOOD
PLACEStaffing
FOR YOUR

EXTRA OR ALTERNATE
TEXT. EXAMPLE TEXT HERE.

EXTRA OR ALTERNATE
TEXT. EXAMPLE TEXT HERE.

Consider whether these impact you as a provider and any other issues with Executive Orders for discussion on Friday

MDHHS Directives

YOUR DESIGN
Visitation Guidance

Reporting Guidance

Testing Guidance

Visitation Guidelines

YOUR DESIGN

• By appointment only – logs, limited
number (2), limited time
• Must mask, hygiene
• Designated entrances only
• Screen
• Access to testing
• Post – screening, SX
• Hand washing facilities
• Adequate staff to assist with
transition, monitoring, disinfection
• Report SX developed in 14 days

• Outdoor when feasible/transport
• No transport/movement through
COVID space
• Educate on PPE/provide PPE
• Not during AGP or specimen
• Restrict visitor movement
• Social distancing/except for resident
• Staff available trained in IC
• Limit based on space, IC capacity
• Not share food
• Prohibited for +/observation pts

Visitation
Challenges

Appropriateness for Independent
Living or Senior Apartments
Allows movement outside of the
community but not coming in
Only allows essential worker and
activities – hinders admissions
Provokes significant isolation of
seniors and decreasing well-being

Consider whether/how these impact you as a provider and any other issues with Visitation Guidance for discussion on Friday

Nursing Home Resident Survey Reminder

YOUR DESIGN

• Altarum – Program to Improve Eldercare
• Impact of COVID-19 on nursing home residents
– isolation, activities, food, safety concerns
• Desire to lift resident voices during a difficult
time
• 20 minutes
• No personal identification
• Release next week. Active until August 31
• Residents can use a computer, tablet or
smartphone – anyone’s

Nursing Home Reporting Guidance

YOUR DESIGN

• Updated 7/10/2020
• Facilities should not include the NHSN facility ID in
their daily EMResource reports if they do not wish
to have MDHHS to submit for them.
• EMResource reporting in NHSN section – include
data for past 24 hours, use 0 if no new cases
• Include only facility acquired cases, and record
only once for each person even if more tests
• Asymptomatic with + /then negative result: treat
as positive since there is likely more false
negatives than positives

Nursing Home Reporting Guidance

YOUR DESIGN

• Deaths – report deaths for residents who were
transferred to hospital and died if still considered
a resident. Do not include community deaths.
• Do not include persons who recovered and then
died
• Must update daily, but not re-enter data if it does
not change

Testing
Guidance

Director Gordon Memo 6/25/2020
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/MDHHS_Epidemic
_Order_-_NF_Final_6_15_20_693837_7.pdf

Testing Guidance 6/15/2020
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/Nursing_Home_Te
sting_-_Financial_Implications-_7-1-2020_update_695463_7.pdf

Financial Guidance 7/1/2020
https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/Nursing_Home_Te
sting_-_Financial_Implications-_7-1-2020_update_695463_7.pdf

New Updates

Nursing Home COVID Plan

Testing Reimbursement Form 7/9/2020

https://www.michigan.gov/coronavirus/0,9753,7-406-98178_100722---,00.html

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/Testing_Reimburs
ement_Form_2.0_Secure_695070_7.pdf

Testing Emergency Order 6/15

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/MDHHS_Epidemic_O
rder_-_NF_Final_6_15_20_693837_7.pdf

Testing Support Request Template 7/10/2020

Skilled Nursing Facility Testing Plan Template 7/10/2020

NH Testing Guidance

YOUR DESIGN

•
•
•
•

FAQs Updated 7/10/2020 – under EO 148
Detection essential to controlling the pandemic/reopening
Testing Questions – MDHHS-MSA-COVID19@Michigan.gov
Protocols for refusals
• Residents – look at alternative collection methods, reasons

• Symptomatic – must remain on transmission based precautions until meet symptom based strategies
for discontinuation
• Asymptomatic – clinical team should make decision based on evidence about facility transmissions
• Only + persons should be moved to dedicated units
• Restraints (based on DPOA decision to test) solely to obtain a test is never indicated

• Staff –

• Symptomatic – exclude from work; use facility return to work guidance
• Asymptomatic – determine work reassignment to avoid resident contact

• Policies

NH Testing Guidance

YOUR DESIGN

• Earlier Testing/NG Testing/Disparate testing all
meet basic testing requirement – July 17 (New
Regions?)
• Reporting will return to submitter/reports
• Testing plan does not need to be
submitted/updates
• Asking for further NG assistance/vendor
• Only nursing homes
• Staff with inconclusive results should be retested
• Inability to obtain testing supplies and timely
results
• Testing guidance has options listed/labs
• Document barriers in the updated PLAN
TEMPLATE/no need to report

NH Testing Guidance
•
•
•
•

YOUR DESIGN

Employees can be excused when off work;
Test once during each 7 day period Sunday
through Saturday
Facilities can run own tests

• +/test all residents and staff asap; repeat negative residents
and staff between every 3-7 days until no new cases have
been found or at least 14 days after most recent positive

• + within 6 weeks – do not test with weekly testing
• + within 6-8 weeks – only repeat if using test based strategy to d/c
precautions
• + > 8 weeks – include in facility wide testing
• + with new symptoms – retest and isolate as suspected case

NH Testing Guidance

YOUR DESIGN

• Consideration for counties with low transmission rates
• Testing is triggered only by facility-acquired cases
• Definition for resident contact – included only to determine staff
options when decline testing – not who should be tested
• West and SEMI Staffing options is needed
• Staff screening – interrupted schedules/vacation; test asap – may
continue to work while waiting test results if asymptomatic- unless
there is a chance of exposure
• ADA accommodations for persons who refuse for medical, disability, or
religious reason
• New hires – should have negative results before any resident contact
• Requirement for physician order (note EO 2020-150)

NH Testing Guidance/July 10 new

YOUR DESIGN

• Facilities requesting assistance should download testing support request
template and send to MDHHS-LTCRequests@Michigan.gov
• Staff who work at multiple facilities
• Licensing implications – none; only could be cited if mandatory under
nursing home policy if not conducted
• Employees discharged for refusal may be eligible for UI/case by case
• Testing does not apply to visitors
• Baseline testing compliance – effective to start of the pandemic
• NF where workers are the majority of the time is responsible
• NF versus hospital/72 – all testing by nursing home is reimbursable –
Medicare, Medicaid, or MDHHS
• Weekly testing must be completed by 7/17 for 1-5,7
• Weekly testing must be completed by 7/27 for 6 and 8

NH Testing Guidance/July 10 new

YOUR DESIGN

• Refusing employees cannot have resident contact; facility
can make employment decisions based on collective
bargaining agreements, policies, etc.
• Continue weekly testing even if results are not back
• All staff are included
• Use clinical judgment about screening for atypical
symptoms
• If respiratory but COVID ruled out, treat as usual
• + case among anyone, including non direct care staff will
trigger weekly resident and staff testing
• If + staff member did not work within 48H before
symptoms and none since start of symptoms, weekly
testing not needed

NH Testing Reimbursement Guidance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

YOUR DESIGN

State will not reimburse for costs if using a lab that will not bill Medicaid
State reimbursed testing does not have to go through the state lab
Facilities are eligible for specimen collection funds if state provides kits
Labs should now be billing, Medicare FFS, Medicaid, MAP
Recommends submitting reimbursement forms every 2-4 weeks
Facilities should not receive invoices for Medicaid/Medicare residents
Do not expect billing to commercial insurances Facility is eligible for
reimbursement from MDHHS, and should have invoices to support and
should pay laboratories up front. Invoices do not need to be submitted
with reimbursement form, but could be audited later
• Retain resident and employee insurance info in files, but do not submit
– may request on audit

Testing Reimbursement Process

YOUR DESIGN

1. Complete testing reimbursement form: MDHHS
will pay the full lab cost for lab incurred
specimen collection, except in instances for
residents and staff where Medicare Part B may
be billed for specimen collection.
Reimbursement rate for specimen collection by
the facility is $22.07
2. Submit all testing reimbursement forms to
MDHHS-SNF-Testing-Financial@Michigan.gov.
Do not send confidential or beneficiary specific
information
3. Requests for reimbursement can be submitted
monthly or bi-weekly
4. Anticipated payment via EFT upon receipt is 5
days if no corrections

Testing and
Reporting

Protocols for staff who refuse
testing
Staff burden
Testing supplies
Turn around time
Coordination

Consider whether/how these impact you as a provider and any other issues with Testing/Reporting for discussion on Friday

Other MDHHS/MDLARA Guidance

YOUR DESIGN

• Regional Hubs – transparency about reviews, data
• COVID 19 Guidance for Healthcare Facilities for Discharge

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/Guidance_for_Health_Care_Facilities_for_Discharge_of_COVID_FINAL_684358_7.pdf

• COVID 19 Guidance for Healthcare Facilities for Admissions

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/Guidance_for_Health_Care_Facilities_for_Admission_of_COVID_FINAL_684357_7.pdf

• Hospital to Post Acute Care Transfer Form

https://www.michigan.gov//documents/coronavirus/Hosptial_to_Post_Acute_Care_Transform_Form_v4_031920_684373_7.pdf

• Guidance to Protect Residents of LTC Facilities

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/coronavirus/LTC_Guidance_to_Protect_Residents_Final_4-10_686874_7.pdf

• Policy for Designated Regional Hubs

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/mdhhs/MSA_20-27_687524_7.pdf

• HFA/AFC FAQs – unchanged since 6/17/2020

https://www.michigan.gov/documents/lara/AFC_HFA_FAQ_Final_685300_7.pdf

•

Communications

YOUR DESIGN

• MIHAN:
• https://www.michiganhan.org/agreement.php
• general information – https://www.michiganhan.org

• MSP:
• https://public.govdelivery.com/accounts/MIMSP/subscriber/new?topic_id=MI
MSP_116

Thank You To Our Exhibitors!
360care
Advanced Satellite
Communications, Inc.
All Med Medical Supply, LLC
Baker Tilly
Basic American Medical Products
Compass Communications
Group,Concept Rehab, Inc.
Creative Dining Services
DermaRite Industries
EZ Way, Inc.
FOX Rehabilitation
Functional Pathways

Furnishings By Design, LLC
Fusco, Shaffer & Pappas, Inc.
Genesis Rehabilitation Services
GMB Architecture & Engineering
HealthPRO Heritage
Hoekstra Transportation
HomeTown Pharmacy LTC
Hooker DeJong, Inc.
HPS
HPSI
In Touch Pharmaceuticals

Michigan Nursing Home Data Tracking – 6/24/2020
6/24/2020

Resident Confirmed
Cases
Residents Recovered or
Recovering
Resident COVID 19
Deaths
Staff Confirmed Cases
Staff COVID 19 Deaths
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5380 5419 5419 5513 5516 5523 5607 5648 5670
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MDHHS Reporting for Nursing Home Resident Cases
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Nursing Home Reminders
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• QMI: Annual Resident Survey Information
due 9/18/2020
• CMP Fund Applications for
Telecommunications due 8/1/2020
• Testing Plans using template – were due
6/22
• Baseline/interim (Regions 1-5/7) weekly
testing must be completed by 7/17/2020
(should be done as soon as possible)
• Regions 6/8 – due 7/27
• License Renewal due 7/31
• National Guard availability for assistance
until July 27/vendor

Nursing Home Reminders

YOUR DESIGN
• Topic: Establishing an Infection
Prevention Program in a Nursing
Home, With an Emphasis on
COVID-19
• Date: Thursday, July 16, 2020
• Time: 4:00 – 5:00 PM ET
• Advance Registration Required:
https://conference.webcasts.com
/starthere.jsp?ei=1332690&tp_ke
y=4804939c98

Nursing Home Point of Care Tests

YOUR DESIGN

CMS Guidance for CLIA Waivers
https://www.cms.gov/Regulations-andGuidance/Legislation/CLIA/Downloads/HowObtainCertificateof
Waiver.pdf

• Press Conference 7/14/2020
• Brett Giroir announces that all
nursing homes will be receiving
point of care tests
• Starting 7/20 with list of 2000
nursing homes at high risk
• Some voiced concerns about
reliability
• Press Release

https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/07/14/trumpadministration-announces-initiative-more-faster-covid-19-testingnursing-homes.html

NHSN Updates

YOUR DESIGN

• National Healthcare Safety Network (NHSN) LTCF COVID-19
Module – Updates to the NHSN LTCF COVID-19 Module include:
• An NHSN COVID-19 Module Dashboard for LTCFs is now available
for participating groups and facilities and provides a summary of
data entered in the module and includes an interactive chart
display and customizable data views.
• Counts for “Admissions” – The count for “Admissions” has been
revised to include admissions and readmissions of residents who
were previously diagnosed with COVID-19 from another facility.
• Data quality improvement - To improve the quality of the COVID19 data being reported users will notice alerts as a reminder of
potential data entry errors.
• Non-modifiable fields – Non-modifiable fields have been added to
each of the four pathway screens. The additional pieces of
information for each pathway include: Date Created, Facility CCN,
and Facility Type .
• Guidance documents for groups and facilities to assist with
navigating and understanding the features are available on the
NHSN page
https://www.cdc.gov/nhsn/ltc/covid19/index.html?deliveryName=
USCDC_425-DM31971

Infection
Control
Surveys

Nursing Home
Infection Control
and Associated
Survey Findings

Infection Control Focused Surveys
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• CMS issued a directive on March 4 which
suspended non-emergency inspections across
the country, allowing surveyors to turn their
focus on the most serious health and safety
threats like infectious diseases and abuse.
• CMS’ directive to the Bureau of Community and
Health Service (BCHS) was to conduct surveys
related to complaints and facility-reported
incidents (FRIs) that are triaged at the
Immediate Jeopardy (IJ) level and targeted
Infection Control surveys focusing on the spread
of COVID-19.

Infection Control Focused Surveys

YOUR DESIGN

• 474 surveys have been conducted
• 28 providers have had more than one
focus survey
• Overall, 24% of the posted IC focused
surveys resulted in a F880 citation
• 59 surveys were posted for the 62
LMI members.
• Three members had 2 IC focused
surveys.
• 29% of member IC focused surveys
resulted in an F880 citation.

Scope/Severity - F880 Citations

YOUR DESIGN
Isolated

Pattern

Widespread

Immediate threat

J – 0.8%

K – 0.4%

L – 5%

Potential for >
minimal harm

D – 3%

E – 4%

F – 11%

Common Facility Failures

YOUR DESIGN

• Clean / disinfect rooms and equipment / dish machine – 47%
• IC practices per CDC – 47%
✓Appropriate PPE – 100%
✓Isolating – 86%
✓Updating policies/procedures per CDC – 43%
✓Handwashing – 29%

• Daily resident assessment – 27%
• Staff / visitor screening – 2%
• Complete IC surveillance / analysis – 1%
• Designated staff – 1%

Associated Tags

YOUR DESIGN

• F684 – quality of care at immediate threat and harm level
✓Failure to assess, monitor, and notify physician in a timely manner when
change of condition (mental status, fever, respiratory status) is occurring

• E0024 – emergency preparedness
✓Failure to implement the emergency preparedness policy for emergency
staffing

So, Now Comes Along QSO 20-31

YOUR DESIGN

As of 6/1, providers cited for non-compliance with F880,
BCHS will recommended a Directed Plan of Correction
(DPOC) as an enforcement remedy to CMS for imposition.
✓effective 15 calendar days from the date of the
enforcement letter
✓effective date is not a deadline for completion of the
DPOC
✓does not replace the requirement that the facility must
submit a complete POC for all cited deficiencies (including
F880) within 10 days
✓BCHS will not conduct a revisit prior to receipt of
documentation confirming the DPOC was completed in
accordance with the specifications described in the DPOC
notice

Elements of a Directed Plan of Correction

YOUR DESIGN

The consultant …
• shall exercise independent judgement in
the performance of all duties under the
consultant contract
• shall have completed infection
prevention and control training from a
recognized source
• will be contracted to work with the
facility for a minimum of two (2) months

IC Consultant Responsibilities

YOUR DESIGN

• Conduct a Root Cause Analysis (RCA)
• Implement an infection prevention
plan
• Review infection control policies and
procedures
• Train all staff

✓Standard Infection Control Practices
✓Transmission-Based Precautions
✓Isolation
✓Hand Hygiene
✓Disinfecting Shared Medical Equipment
✓Appropriate use of PPE
✓Proper Storage of Clean Linens

Thank You To Our Exhibitors!
Interstate Restoration
It ’s Never 2 Late, LLC
Kalamazoo Long Term Care
Pharmacy
Kingscott Associates
Marcus & Millichap
McKesson Medical Surgical
Midwest Juice, Inc.
Mobile Care Group
Omnicare
PCA Pharmacy
PharMerica

PointClickCare
ProSure Fund, The
PS of MI
Reliant Rehabilitation
Remedi SeniorCare
Pharmacy
Select Rehabilitation
Service Care Industries Inc.
Spartan Chemical
The Compliance Store
Therapy Management, Inc.
TMC
Value First
Ziegler

safeandcalm@leadingagemi.org

Deanna@leadingagemi.org
Dalton@leadingagemi.org
Lfunsch@leadingagemi.org

